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Ryan Media Delivers in
Record Time Using Adobe®,
LucidLink, and Wasabi
“The combination of Adobe Premiere Pro, LucidLink and Wasabi
has enabled Ryan Media’s creatives and storytellers to deliver
our best work, in the absolute shortest time frame and at the
lowest possible price for our clients. Our team is looking forward
to a cloud-based future and have plans to expand its usage
across our business.”
		
-Tom Stanwicks, Principal Owner of Ryan Media
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Ryan Media is a full-service video production company based in Connecticut.
With over twenty years of experience, Ryan Media provides production,
editing, color, compositing, and sound design for some of the largest

CHALLENGES

domestic and international media organizations and brands. In addition to its

•

Project deadline

Connecticut-based team, Ryan Media has creative staff located across North

•

Content access and
centralization

•

Distanced staffing

America and EMEA to service its domestic and international
work and clientele.
The company uses Adobe® Creative Cloud® extensively - leveraging Adobe’s
streamlined project collaboration tools, inter-program asset sharing, and
third-party panel integrations to expedite its media workflows and keep its
teams working together no matter where they are located.

SOLUTION

A High-Profile, High-Visibility Project with an
Impossible Schedule

Adobe + LucidLink + Wasabi

A US-based major sports league and its partner, one of the world’s largest

R E S U LT S

retailers, approached Ryan Media about creating a thirty-minute themed
video for an annual employee meeting with an audience of 26,000 global

•

Record project turnaround

employees. While this seemed a compelling project at first, a significant

•

Highly agile production system

•

Considerable cost savings

challenge was the extremely tight schedule.
The challenge was to complete a 30-minute video inclusive of creative
development, client pitch, interview shoots, and post-production from load to
final mix in just 21 days. Further complicating the timeline, interviews would
need to be shot in different locations, central US and the west coast, in the
athletes’ native languages, English, Spanish, and Korean.
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To pull off the project, Ryan Media had to use a production crew that was spread across the United States along with
staff in Alicante, Spain. A scattered crew was mandatory due to on-site COVID restrictions at the various athletic training
facilities. Fortunately, Ryan Media’s international staff performed real-time language translations during the interviews.
Production, using different DP’s on different equipment in the various locations, presented immense challenges in creating
a cohesive look and feel. There was also the issue of getting camera raw files back to Connecticut as soon as possible.
In the past, Ryan Media would have used one DP to ensure a consistent creative look, and would have incurred travel
expenses to each location. Travel time would have lengthened the production schedule, and media typically would have
traveled back home with the crew. Afterward, ingest, transcription and translation would begin, delaying any editing until
all of those pre-production and production steps were completed.
When shooting was complete, there were only 12 days left to script, edit, finish, and approve the final 30-minute piece. To
wrangle this impossible project, Ryan Media turned to the cloud.

A New Cloud Workflow Accelerates Production
Ryan Media began by creating an Adobe® Premiere® Pro Team Project. This allowed multiple editors to sync and share
project structure, metadata, and timeline changes instantly with the click of a mouse. More importantly, the project
file itself was safe from any catastrophic file corruption since it was stored in Adobe’s cloud, not locally. Furthermore,
Adobe Team Projects are instantly saved with every keystroke and include a complete version history. This capability
provided zero risk of losing the project entirely or having to “re-do” any work due to a sudden crash – all of which provided
tremendous peace of mind on a production schedule that allowed no room for error or wasted time.
More than 17 interviews were conducted with top league athletes, coaches, executives, and mascots. Shooting resulted in
over 5 hours of interview footage. Camera raw media was recorded in-camera on-site, while Ryan Media simultaneously
recorded interview proxy files locally in Connecticut via a video feed to vMix. The proxy files were sent out for immediate
transcription as soon as the last interview was done and before the crew even broke down. Script writing began before the
raw media was even uploaded.
All of the raw interview clips were ingested into LucidLink Filespaces and uploaded to Wasabi hot cloud storage where
the assets were available for global access within the Adobe Premiere Pro edit environment. A key feature of LucidLink
is the synchronization of content metadata across all clients so multiple Ryan Media creative staff were able to work
simultaneously on the assets stored in Wasabi without conflict.
LucidLink also segments data into tiny blocks in the cloud Filespace, similar to the way data is stored on a local drive,
so Ryan Media staff using Premiere were able to edit directly in the cloud instead of first downloading the files in their
entirety prior to editing. This was a significant time saver that allowed Ryan Media to drastically reduce the
post-production timeline.

A Project Delivery Speed Record
With the Adobe/LucidLink/Wasabi workflow, Ryan Media was able to deliver the finished product in 21 days, from concept
to completion - a speed record for a project of this magnitude. Ryan Media’s editors and artists enjoyed consistent and
reliable access to the central content library stored in the LucidLink Filespace and were able to perform their work as if
they were in the same building with the content local to their workstations. And the cloud-based workflow eliminated the
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considerable duplication and manual transfer of files that traditionally would take place between distanced workers all of
which is time consuming, difficult to track and prone to loss by human error.
Beyond the workflow efficiencies gained, Ryan Media also enjoyed considerable cost savings by not deploying local
storage devices, incurring shipping expenses, and transferring files back and forth. Selecting Wasabi as their cloud
storage repository had an immense impact on controlling the budget as Wasabi’s price is 80% less than the top tier
services of AWS and Microsoft Azure. And since Wasabi does not charge for data egress or API calls (unlike other cloud
providers), Ryan Media’s team never had to worry about incurring any fees when accessing content in the cloud.
The transition to a cloud-based workflow was easier and more successful than Ryan Media imagined. The company
now has a highly agile production system that allows for synchronous work among team members across a variety
of locations.

ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi provides simple, predictable and affordable hot cloud storage for businesses all over the world. It enables
organizations to store and instantly access an unlimited amount of data at 1/5th the price of the competition with no complex
tiers or unpredictable egress fees. Trusted by tens of thousands of customers worldwide, Wasabi has been recognized as one
of technology’s fastest-growing and most visionary companies. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers
David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston.

ABOUT LUCIDLINK
LucidLink transforms the cloud into local storage. Our system allows users to stream data directly from the cloud, eliminating
the need to download or synchronize. LucidLink is a file system specifically built for modern cloud-computing environments.

ABOUT ADOBE

Tel 1-844-WASABI-1
Email info@wasabi.com

www.wasabi.com

Adobe believes creativity empowers transformation — personally, professionally, and across all industries. We not only deliver
strong financial results, but we’re also driving incredible innovation, adding millions of new customers, delivering billions of
experiences across screens, and processing trillions of data transactions online

www.lucidlink.com
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